A New Concept of TOF-MS
for the Latest Generation GC Techniques
When productivity is the name of the game, MASTER TOF-MS is the answer
Productivity has become of vital importance in most modern laboratories.
The automated and unattended processing of a larger number of samples per day is the
real challenge to increase productivity and reduce costs/analysis.
Additionally, Fast GC has resulted in a very effective way to address this challenge
providing a significant decrease in the analysis time.
However, when a positive identification is mandatory and mass spectrometric detection is
needed, conventional Quadrupoles or Ion Trap Mass Spectrometers do not provide enough
information for a reliable peak reconstruction of very narrow peaks over the full mass
range. Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry (TOF-MS) is the only technology capable of
properly coping with this requirement due to its fast acquisition rate.
DANI MASTER TOF-MS detector performs the fastest acquisition rates (1000 spectra/s)
and the widest linear dynamic range (105) available on the market.
These capabilities are offered in a truly affordable and extremely compact bench-top
instrument.
In combination with the MASTER GC, the system is the ideal solution for Fast GC and
GCxGC analyses to obtain improved productivity and performance.
The simple and intuitive MASTER LAB software offers the proper tool for a reliable control
of the system, from autotuning procedures to GC and sample sequence management.
It also provides a powerful data processing solution and an original deconvolution
algorithm capable to handle the large amount of information in a smart and effective way
resulting in a reliable identification of trace compounds even in complex matrices.
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The use of automated instrumentation and Fast GC methods are the right approach for modern laboratories to enhance their
productivity, reducing the run time and increasing the accuracy and precision of their analyses.
The Master TOF Time of Flight GC/MS system fulfills all the stringent requirements that Fast GC imposes to the analytical
instrumentation, including the fast heating and cooling rate of the GC oven, the high pressure limit of the gas control and,
finally, the fast acquisition rate of the MS detector.

In combination with the MASTER AS, a robotic X-Y-Z coordinate sampling system, the MASTER TOF GC/MS system delivers
complete automation of all operation steps, including standard addition. Hence, the complete system increases sample
throughput allowing to process without attending up to 160 samples with enhanced precision and accuracy, improving
analysis performance.

Particularly, the narrowest chromatographic peaks produced by high speed analyses, having a 0.5 seconds or lower peak
width, require a high speed acquisition rate to collect a sufficient number of information (15-20 points/peak) for a correct
peak identification of a fully resolved peak.
Furthermore, a higher number of data points is mandatory for an accurate recognition and quantification of unknown and coeluting peaks typically present in complex samples.
The MASTER TOF-MS provides an acquisition rate up to 30,000 spectra/s offering the fastest MS detection available on the
market.
In addition, the TOF-MS principle allows the fast detection
capability over the full mass range: in fact, all the ions
generated in the ion source are continuously pulsed into the
analyzer and no filtering of selected masses is applied. This
overcomes the need for SIM mode operation used in
conventional quadrupoles or ion-traps and limits the
spectral skewing of unresolved peaks produced by
scanning instruments.
The MASTER TOF-MS constantly acquires 30,000 mass
spectra over the entire mass range, compared
to the fastest quadrupole MS which only
provides about 10 mass spectra at 10,000
amu/s in the same mass range (1 – 1,000 amu).

The MASTER Lab software delivers complete system control through a user-friendly interface without requiring particularly
experienced operators.

Full Instrument Control and Powerful Data Management
The MASTER Lab software integrates the control of MASTER TOF-MS, MASTER GC, MASTER AS, and other DANI
autosamplers like the Thermal Desorber and the Dynamic Head Space Sampler.
The maximum productivity is obtained through the full automation of the process, starting from sampling, to
acquisition, data processing and reporting.
Methods and sequences can be easily created, edited, stored, and uploaded to the instruments.
A full diagnostic is also included and provides information on the instrument status.
In addition to the local control, DANI is also capable to provide a remote control function based on an Internet
connection. The on-line support connection allows the DANI service staff to remotely operate on the instrument
located at customer site.
DANI remote control service permits basic diagnostic tests and a quicker flow of information from the specialist to
the user.
Minimized dead times and reduced on-site service cost add a further improvement to the gain of high productivity.

All spectra acquired are stored in a
compressed format to provide a continuous
full mass range acquisition rate selectable up
to 1000 Hz written to disk.
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In addition, the system offers an outstanding dynamic
range with a linearity of 5 orders of magnitude,
remarkably reducing sample preparation steps, e.g.
dilutions and concentrations, as well as the number of
analyses.
The MASTER TOF-MS, matching the speed required for
the acquisition of the narrowest GC peaks, is also the ideal
solution for GCxGC applications.
Master TOF with Master GC

Personal Computer
Remote Control

Extremely Compact Design
In today's world economy, also analytical laboratories have
to deal with the increasing cost of their working
environment; consequently, their choices are often
restricted by a limited space.
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For this reason, the compactness of the instrumentation is
increasing of importance and manufacturers have to pay
special attention to this specification.
Unlike other TOF-MS detectors, the extremely compact
design of the MASTER TOF-MS allows it to be the smallest
bench-top instrument of its class.
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In a minimal bench space, MASTER TOF-MS includes the
baking pump thus providing a highly handy and noise-free
instrument.

Easy Maintenance
Unlike other commercial available TOF-MS detectors, the
MASTER TOF-MS design simplicity permits the user to easily
access the ion source. Fast, uncomplicated, and efficient
maintenance procedures can be carried out requiring just an
Allen wrench and low labor input.
For extra convenience, the MASTER TOF-MS is equipped
with a double filament. In case of filament damage the
second filament can be used proceeding with the analyses
without stopping the work schedule of the laboratory.

Complete Line for Total Solutions
The MASTER GC allows the easy assembly of a complete range of injectors, including split/splitless and PTV. The PTV is
particularly suggested when high sample integrity is requested.
The MASTER GC also features a complete line of detectors compatible with Fast GC applications, such as Flame Ionization
Detector (FID), Electron Capture Detector (ECD), Nitrogen-Phosphorus Detector (NPD), and Flame Photometric Detector
(FPD). The MASTER GC can be equipped with up to three detectors simultaneously.

Enhanced Sensitivity
The MASTER TOF-MS features an unsurpassed sensitivity.
Unlike scanning quadrupole MS, which generates inconstant ion-abundance ratios, the MASTER TOF-MS provides
enhanced sensitivity due to the high frequency of ions expulsions (30,000 Hz), the fast acquisition system (1.2 GSPS), and the
negligible ion loss during the separation process in the flight tube. In addition, high sensitivity is maintained across the entire
mass range.
Outstanding sensitivity is achieved through the use of differential pumping, enabling improved vacuum conditions.
Therefore, an elongated ion mean free path is achieved, avoiding collision on their transit through the TOF analyzer.
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In addition, the MASTER TOF GC/MS system delivers complete volatile extraction when combined to the DANI autosamplers
MASTER DHS Dynamic Head Space Sampler, MASTER TD Thermal Desorber, and HSS 86.50 Head Space Sampler.

Innovative Master Lab Software Solution

Processing: Calibration, Deconvolution, Quantitative, and Qualitative Analyses

The proprietary MASTER Lab software solution is based on an innovative platform for acquiring and processing mass spectral
data. The software ensures high level performance and maximized productivity, while delivering the flexibility and
robustness required in laboratories with high daily sample throughput.

After the acquisition, the mass spectral data are processed, enabling the access to peak identification, integration, and
calibration. Calibration curves and quantitative analysis of known and unknown components are calculated automatically.
In GC analyses co-elutions are prone to occur when complex samples are analyzed or when the analysis run times are reduced.
The MASTER Lab algorithms use automatic spectral deconvolution procedures to detect overlapped peaks. The unresolved
mass spectra are deconvoluted, pure mass spectra are generated and then submitted as unknowns to mass spectral library
search. The software supports several mass spectral libraries, such as the NIST® mass spectral library and Adams MS Library
(Allured Publishing Corp.) among others. Improved effectiveness and confidence in the identification and screening of target
and non target compounds is achieved.
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Autotune
The MASTER Lab allows the system to automatically tune
the performance checks; manual tuning is also available. In
the autotuning mode the various instrument control
parameters are automatically adjusted as specified in the
Autotuning Conditions.
Furthermore, tuning conditions can be customized and
saved to fit specific analytical requirements. The tuning
criteria are saved in a tuning file, along with the obtained
results.
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The Total Ion Current (TIC) chromatogram obtained
from the analysis of a complex sample shows a single
peak. The original automatic spectral deconvolution of
Master Lab software has identified that two different
compounds are actually co-eluting.Their deconvoluted
spectra, extracted from co-eluting peaks, noise and
matrix background, are then matched against the
mass spectral library for their identification.

Analysis reports can be customized and stored as report
files, which can be repeatedly used. Reports can also be
automatically generated to improve the output of routine
laboratories.

Data Export
Obtained data can be exported to several standard data
formats, e.g. net.CDF and .txt files. The creation of .xls
worksheets is also enabled. The convenient file export can be
performed automatically or manually.

Data Acquisition
Data acquisition initiates after the fast and easy method set
up. The chromatogram and the spectrum are displayed in
real time, as well as the acquisition method.
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Agriculture

Significant Improvement in Analytical Separation Power
The combination of the MASTER GC and the MASTER AS hyphenated to the MASTER TOF-MS is the right solution for your
daunting analytical tasks and is adequate for a broad range of applications.
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The investigation of allergens in C&T matrices is
of utmost importance for safety evaluation
procedures. Allergens are strictly regulated and
maximum residue limits for leave-on and rinseoff cosmetic products are of 0.001 % and 0.01 %,
respectively.
The MASTER TOF GC/MS system permits
reliable allergens mass spectra identification due
to automatic deconvolution and high
productivity thanks to the excellent quantitative
determination of trace level components.

alpha - Isomethylionone

Cosmetics and Toiletries (C&T)

Pesticide residues analyses in agricultural products are generally carried out by using GC in combination with selective
detectors, such as Nitrogen-Phosphorous Detector (NPD) or Electron Capture Detector (ECD). Fast GC drastically reduces
analysis time and spectra deconvolution permits reliable compound identification. The use of the MASTER TOF-MS detector
is unprecedented for precise peak assignment and structural elucidation.

In a mint oil sample, the
deconvolution has allowed the
identification of Etridiazole. The
pesticide, that is present only in
traces, looks as a small baseline
deviation in theTIC chromatogram.

Allergens determination in commercial perfume.

Flavor and Fragrances (F&F)

Hedione (Isomer)

ISO E SUPER (Isomer 3)

ISO E SUPER (Isomer 2)

Hexyl Salicylate
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Hedione

The TIC chromatogram obtained
from the Fast GC analysis of a
perfumery raw material shows
several co-eluting peaks. The
constant ion abundance ratios
across the chromatographic peak,
the high acquisition rates, and the
unskewed mass spectra are
uniquely produced by the MASTER
TOF-MS and support the
deconvolution algorithm for the
peak picking of the components.
Productivity and accurate peak
identification are obtained
simultaneously.

ISO E SUPER (Isomer 1)

Fragrance materials are composed of a wide
range of compounds blended to create
sophisticated perfumes. As it is well known,
the use of modern analytical methods
boosted the acquisition of higher perfumery
raw material knowledge and GC has been
widely employed in perfumery industries. In
the F&F application field faster analysis,
rapid and reliable peak assignment are
continuously required. The MASTER TOF
GC/MS system fulfills these productivity
requirements.
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Further Application Areas
Petrochemical, Fuels, and Energy

Security and Forensics

Environmental Monitoring

Material Science

Food and Beverages
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Disclaimer
The contents of this brochure are for reference and illustrative purposes only. Information, descriptions and specifications in this publication are subject to change without
notice. DANI Instruments S.A. assumes no responsibility and will not be liable for any errors or omissions contained herein or for incidental, consequential damages or losses
in connection with the furnishing, performance or use of this material.
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